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About this report 

This report summarises key operational statistics and outcomes of ASIC’s market 
and participant supervisory functions in relation to ASX, ASX 24 and other 
Australian market licensees for the period 1 July 2011 to 31 December 2011. 

A summary of ASIC’s markets-related deterrence outcomes, for the period 
1 January 2010 to 31 December 2011, is provided in Section D of the report. 
Reporting against this timeframe takes into account the time required to 
conduct an investigation and undertake court actions. 
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Overview 

ASIC is responsible for supervision of Australian market licensees. To that 
end, we conduct real-time surveillance of ASX and, since 31 October 2011, 
Chi-X. We supervise compliance in those markets with the Corporations Act 
2001 (Corporations Act) and ASIC market integrity rules. We also seek to 
ensure that Australian financial services (AFS) licence conditions are met by 
market participants. 

Our core objective, in the supervision of Australian market licensees, is 
investor confidence that our markets are fair and efficient. This requires 
our market infrastructure to be robust; that trading, clearing and settlement 
of transactions is orderly and efficient; and market misconduct is minimised. 
We do this through ongoing engagement with stakeholders, surveillance of 
markets and market participants, education, guidance, and our deterrence 
activities. 

We are committed to reducing the incidence of market misconduct by: 

 ensuring that market participants have better controls in accordance with 
required standards; 

 supervising markets and market participants to detect market misconduct 
quickly; and 

 conducting timely investigations of market and market participant 
misconduct, resulting in significant penalties where appropriate. 

This report summarises key operational statistics and outcomes of our market 
and market participant supervisory functions in relation to ASX, ASX 24 
(previously the Sydney Futures Exchange) and other Australian market 
licensees for the reporting period 1 July to 31 December 2011. Section A 
outlines key outcomes achieved during the period. Of particular note is that 
four people were found guilty of insider trading and all of them agreed to 
plead guilty promptly after discussions with ASIC. 

Section B provides details of our real-time market surveillance and 
supervision activity for the period 1 July to 31 December 2011. During this 
time, there were 20,029 trade surveillance alerts. We conducted enquiries into 
131 market matters. A total of 23 matters were referred to ASIC’s Deterrence 
team for formal investigation. We also engaged with market participants in 
relation to market matters on 21 occasions, including raising concerns about 
potentially disruptive execution strategies, and algorithmic trading issues. 
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Section C summarises our market participant supervision activity for the 
period 1 July to 31 December 2011. This includes surveillance,1 monitoring 
and remediation work, and risk-based assessment visits.2 

Section C summarises market participant compliance applications, waivers, 
notifications and exemptions. In this reporting period, we received a total of 
245 applications3 from market participants (two were already open as at 
30 June 2011) and 385 notifications4 (eight were already open as at 30 June 
2011). We completed 243 participant applications and 385 notifications. A 
total of four market participant matters were referred to ASIC’s Deterrence 
team for formal investigation. 

Section D summarises our markets-related deterrence outcomes from 
1 January 2010 to 31 December 2011. Reporting against this timeframe takes 
into account the time required to conduct an investigation and undertake court 
actions. The report compares the latest two-year rolling reporting period to 
that covered in the previous report. Section D also provides an overview of 
key enforcement outcomes from the current six-month reporting period. 

 

1 The term ‘surveillance’ is used to refer to the process of gathering and analysing particular information on a particular market 
participant or other relevant entity. We conduct surveillance to assess and enforce compliance with financial services laws and 
ASIC market integrity rules to produce constructive change by all market participants and to promote public confidence in 
Australia’s financial markets and its participants. 
2 Risk-based assessments are an analysis of the business of a licensee, the risks inherent in its business model and how it is 
managing those risks. 
3 This includes accredited derivatives adviser (ADA) accreditation, reaccreditation, exemptions and business connections 
consents. 
4 ‘Notifications’ includes professional indemnity insurance, responsible executive changes and ADA withdrawals. 
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The main issues for each type of outcome were: 

 for pre-emptive action—order execution anomalies and filter issues 
associated with automated order processing; and 

 for remediation—unauthorised discretionary trading services, non-
compliance with the Corporations Act requirements relating to client 
money, concerns about advertising (particularly by indirect market 
participants) that is likely to mislead clients, inadequate supervision of 
advisers by participants, and inadequate monitoring of securities trading 
by participants.  

In our market participant surveillance, which includes both direct and indirect 
market participants, we continue to focus on the adequacy of supervision of 
advisers trading for clients, potential misleading advertising, compliance with 
the financial obligations of the market integrity rules—such as liquidity 
ratios—and compliance with market integrity rules for best execution. We 
continue to monitor whether participants are identifying clients correctly as 
retail clients, and as a result meeting the appropriate level of disclosure and 
‘know your client’ requirements that apply.  

Advertising of concern involving indirect market participants, which we have 
found and the participant has withdrawn at our request or we are reviewing, 
include using the term stockbroker when the AFS licence holder is not authorised 
to do so, making specific claims of significant percentage returns from the 
past performance of investments recommended which were not able to be 
substantiated and claiming to hold an AFS licence when this is not the case. 
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C Supervision of market participants 

This section summarises our market participant supervision activity from 
1 July to 31 December 2011. 

Participant compliance activity 

Table 7 details market participant compliance activity. In addition to the 
assessments identified in Table 7, during the reporting period a number of 
reactive reviews5 were commenced, several were completed and some are 
ongoing. Issues identified in the reviews completed to date were largely 
resolved with the participants rectifying the areas of concern and putting in 
place agreed remediation plans. Such plans have included changes to 
compliance structures, processes and procedures. Some participants have 
undertaken to cease offering discretionary account services, cease offering 
certain financial products to clients and improve supervision of 
representatives. The implementation of the agreed remediation plans is 
monitored by ASIC’s Participant Compliance team. 

Risk-based assessments continue, particularly around the introduction of 
competition with the launch of Chi-X on 31 October 2011. Discussions with 
industry were conducted through workshops on best execution and 
Consultation Paper 168 Australian equity market structure: Further proposals 
(CP 168). We conducted a significant number of reviews in conjunction with 
the commencement of trading by Chi-X. 

Table 8 highlights that 59 automated order processing certifications were 
received between 1 July and 31 December 2011. This increase from the 
previous two reporting periods of 23 and 59, respectively, is due to the 
introduction of competition on 31 October 2011. The large increase in 
applications and notifications to ASIC for the period included the renewal of 
accredited derivatives advisers and the updating of management structures. In 
accordance with the market integrity rules, market participants must submit 
management structures when there has been a material change. 

 

5 A reactive review is action taken in response to matters or potential misconduct being brought to our attention (e.g. by 
complaint and breach report). 
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Work on unauthorised discretionary trading and protection of clients’ money 
remains a high priority for the Market Participants teams. The Market 
Participants teams may be contacted via the hotline and the Market 
Participants email address: 

Hotline: 1300 029 454 

Email: market.participants@asic.gov.au 












